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Abstract
Smartphone applications (i.e., apps) are providing more and more services to our daily life. However, certain
behavior of the apps is less than desirable and aggressive in using users’ sensitive data, such as disclosing
users’ GPS data without notifying the users. To protect users’ data, mainstreamed smartphone platforms employ
the permission-based access control mechanism, which asks users to grant permissions for the first-time uses of
sensitive data. However, it has shown little success since undesired behaviors appear to be indistinguishable
from that of benign behaviors (e.g., apps sending GPS data to find nearby restaurants). In this talk, I will
present my research in addressing the challenges of detecting undesired behaviors that exploit users' sensitive
data. The key insight of my research is that the context that triggers the sensitive behavior is a strong indicator
of whether the behavior is expected to use the sensitive data. Based on this insight, I have developed techniques
that models the contexts of sensitive behaviors to detect undesired behaviors. In particular, my techniques focus
on Android apps and explore the synergy of machine learning and program analysis to address the challenges in
Android apps: (1) we develop program analysis to analyze the different types of contexts (system contexts and
UI contexts), constructing a high-quality training dataset from popular apps, and (2) we develop machine
learning techniques to learn context-behavior models from the training dataset constructed from real apps and
detect undesired behaviors based on the learned model.
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